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Summary 

 

For a race car, more negative vertical lift production can increase traction and improve performance. 

One way to increase negative vertical lift is to adjust the undertray of the car creating diffuser tunnels. In 

this project the aerodynamics of a two-dimensional undertray with rear diffuser geometry have been 

studied for University Racing Eindhoven (URE). Based on CFD simulations an aerodynamic optimisation 

of the 2D race car diffuser was performed.  

The diffuser slope angle, the end-attached Gurney flap, the diffuser length and the ride height were 

simulated and analysed. This lead to an optimised diffuser and undertray geometry with an 18.9 degrees 

slope angle, 30 millimetres ride height, a diffuser length of 1190 millimetres and a 60 millimetres long 

vertical Gurney flap. The final force values of the optimised diffuser and undertray then equalled 22.31 

N/m for the total drag and 97.09 N/m for the total negative vertical lift. From these values it was 

estimated that for a two 25cm width diffuser tunnelled undertray the total created downforce would 

equal about 48.55 Newton. 

Furthermore eight inlet velocities ranging from 0 to 140km/h were simulated and analysed for the 

optimised diffuser and undertray geometry. Finally, insights and recommendations for further research 

and realisation of a 3D diffuser for a URE race car were given. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In the Formula SAE student design competition race cars in practice are often traction limited instead of 

power limited. Therefore obtaining more negative vertical lift can increase traction and improve race car 

performance. As both the lateral and longitudinal forces on the car its tyres depend on total downforce, 

the negative vertical lift will affect accelerating, braking and cornering characteristics. One way to 

increase negative vertical lift is to adjust the undertray of the car creating diffuser tunnels. A downforce-

enhancing undertray and diffuser can significantly improve general cornering and braking performance 

and therefore overall race results for a race car.  

The main goals of this project were to get more insight into and acquaintance with CFD software and 

overall aerodynamics, and then use this knowledge to obtain a better University Racing Eindhoven (URE) 

race car. Therefore in the project the aerodynamics of the main geometry of a two-dimensional 

undertray with rear diffuser have been studied. By optimising the geometry, a downforce-enhancing 

undertray with rear diffuser inducing as little as possible drag has been designed. The performed 

simulations and matching results can thereby constitute a first step towards three-dimensional research. 

Through Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations various drag values, vertical lift values and 

pressure and velocity contours were obtained and analysed. Optimisations have been done for the 

diffuser angle, total undertray ride height and the end-attached Gurney flap. Besides an optimised 2D 

diffuser geometry the project resulted in insights and recommendations for further research and 

realisation of a 3D diffuser for a University Racing Eindhoven race car. 
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2 Theory  
 

Logged data [1] from several race teams at the 2004 Australian FSAE Endurance Event show that a 

percentage-of-time-at-wide-open-throttle of less than 15 to 20% was typical for the event. This indicates 

that FSAE cars are mainly traction limited instead of power limited. Therefore increasing the traction 

could enable a more extensive usage of engine power and hence improve race performance. Although 

often less visible, the bottom side of a car can largely contribute to its total aerodynamic properties. As 

stated by Zhang et al. [2], using race car ground effect is the most drag efficient way to increase 

downforce and thus traction, as both front and rear wings significantly add surface area and therefore 

drag. 

 

2.1 Diffuser principle 
 

The space between the car bottom plate and the road forms a tunnel of a height depending on ground 

clearance. In such kind of tunnels the so-called Venturi effect takes place. The Venturi effect is based on 

Bernoulli’s principle, stating that for locations of higher fluid velocity the pressure decreases. As 

underneath a car the area is reduced, airflow speed will increase. Because of the Venturi effect this will 

create a lower pressure zone below the car, increasing the total downforce acting on it. By locating a 

gradually ground clearance increasing slope angle at the end of the tunnel the air under the vehicle is 

slowed back down to free stream velocity. The so-called diffuser doing this hereby reduces the drag and 

increases total undertray performance. 

In practice the airflow between the road and an undertray with diffuser is influenced by several factors. 

Some elements affecting airflow and undertray performance that are difficult to control are road 

camber, varying ride heights, varying velocities, road surface roughness and accelerating or decelerating 

of the car. Simple Reynolds number calculations show that for tunnels with common ride heights of 

about 20 to 50 millimetres airflow can get turbulent at velocities as low as 10 km/h. As in diffuser 

tunnels speeds can go up to twice as high as driving speed, values of 200 km/h are not uncommon. This 

means that in practice undertrays and diffusers have to deal with fully turbulent airflows most of the 

times.  

 

2.2 Force equations 
 

For an object moving through a medium the equation for aerodynamic drag force is 

   
 

 
                                                                                 (1). 
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The aerodynamic force of vertical lift can be calculated by 

    
 

 
                                                                                (2). 

The variables used in equations (1) and (2) are defined as follows: 

  = density of the fluid medium 

  = absolute velocity, combining object displacement and possible wind 

  = frontal area of the object 

   = drag coefficient of the object 

    = Vertical lift coefficient of the object 
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3 Simulation Setup 
 

3.1 Undertray geometry 
 

In order to compete in the Formula SAE competition all rules as stated in the 2013 Formula SAE Rules 

must be obeyed. The rules directly relevant to undertray and diffuser geometry can be found in article 9 

on aerodynamic devices, which is included in Appendix A. 

From these Formula SAE rules it can be concluded that the undertray and diffuser must never in any way 

block driver car egress and are not allowed to be supported by any form of power device. Another 

important geometric aspect is in rule T9.2.1b stating that objects can be no further than 305 mm 

rearward of the rear tires. As in this project the undertray geometry is two-dimensional and has got no 

thickness, which will be clarified further on in this chapter, the other rules are of less interest. 

 

3.1.1 Variables 

 

Below a rough schematic 2D simulation concept for a bolt-on undertray with rear diffuser can be seen. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic 2D CFD simulation concept for an undertray with rear diffuser. 

The undertray geometry as shown above can generally be divided in separate geometric parts with 

variable dimensions. The main geometric variables are:  

- The ride height hr , sometimes referred to as ground clearance. 
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- The inlet slope angle ϕi  

-  The inlet length Li  

-  The flat length Lf  

- The diffuser slope angle θd  

- The diffuser length Ld (and diffuser height hd , depending on θd and Ld)   

- The Gurney flap: a mini flap attached to the end of the rear diffuser. 

The Gurney flap was named after American racing driver Dan Gurney in the 1960s. In general the use of 

a Gurney flap allows wings to be run at higher angles of attack, creating more downforce without 

excessively inducing drag. By optimising the length and angle of the Gurney flap, optimal vertical lift can 

be obtained from an aerofoil shaped object, also for an undertray diffuser. Besides, Gurney flaps can 

reinforce geometries like a diffuser tunnel, decreasing possible deformation. 

In CFD automotive cases for underbody undertrays and diffusers, bluff bodies are often used. When the 

presence of an entire car should be taken into account aerodynamically, such strongly simplified bodies 

are way simpler to create and simulate. Bluff bodies have shown to be able to reliably approximate car 

geometries concerning ground effect and airflow results [3]. As no sufficient space will be present 

directly below the car, both diffuser tunnels will be running on the side of the car. This means no car 

body whatsoever will be above the diffuser tunnels. Besides it must be kept in mind that the modelled 

geometry is two-dimensional. Therefore it is decided to solely simulate and optimise the undertray and 

diffuser geometry, disregarding the near car body and/or other objects. 

 In practice the car body will have its influence on airflow and hence undertray performance. However 

the monocoque of the car is not the only object doing this. As the URE race car is electric, battery 

packages will have to be placed near the monocoque, preferably as close to the ground as possible. A 

possible location of these battery packages would be right above the flat part of the undertray. As this 

still is not completely sure and takes along many other complex dimensional and practical aspects, any 

form of battery packages has not been taken into account in the undertray geometry. Still these possible 

objects placed above the undertray have been kept in mind during optimisation decisions. 
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3.1.2 Centre of pressure 

 

In order to maintain a balanced car, the aerodynamic centre of an undertray largely defines its optimal 

position. As found by Jensen [4], a low pressure peak occurs at the diffuser entrance, where the slope 

angle starts. Although at the entrance the lowest absolute pressure will be present, the total undertray 

centre of pressure will be located slightly more rearward, as shown in section 6.2. In this case the centre 

of pressure is defined as the point where the force caused by the entire aerodynamic pressure can be 

represented by a single force vector. 

Knowing this and determining the exact centre of pressure, the entire car can be balanced by tactically 

locating the diffuser. Especially without the possibility of balancing with adjustable front and rear wings, 

this is extremely important for car handling and overall drive performance. As stated by Wordley and 

Saunders [1], a rearward centred aerodynamic balance, often locating the centre of pressure behind the 

centre of mass, can be used to stabilise the car for high speeds. A good aerodynamic balance results in a 

rather neutral handling preventing both under- and oversteer. 

 
The figure below from own URE performance research shows that a centre of gravity 60 percent 

towards the back of the car would enable optimal performance and hence lowest lap times.  

 

 

Figure 2: Lap time simulations for varying centre of gravity for a 175kg URE race car. 

This centre is shown in Figure 3 together with the chassis midline and rear limit defined by the Formula 

SAE. 
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Figure 3: Schematic top view of the chassis of a URE race car containing a midway wheelbase line and more to the 
right a line at the desired 60% rearward centre of pressure. The line most right represents the limit of objects 

sticking out of the car according to the Formula SAE rules. 

As can be seen in the figure the centre of pressure of the undertray and diffuser should start slightly to 

the right of midway wheelbase. As the exact centre of pressure of the undertray was unknown before 

the simulations and optimisations, it has been chosen to locate the diffuser entrance at this 60 percent 

rearward centre of pressure. When using the entire length as allowed within Formula SAE rules, the 

maximum diffuser length then equals the displayed 1190 millimetres.  
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3.1.3 Dimensions 

 

The initial diffuser was chosen to be as long as possible for estimated optimal performance. Later on a 

shorter diffuser length was tested. As mentioned above, taking the maximum diffuser length Ld came 

down to value of 1190 mm long diffuser when locating the diffuser entrance at a 60% rearward centre 

of gravity. It should be noted that in practice the exact undertray centre of pressure should be 

determined for precisely defining the diffuser location and hence length. 

- Diffuser length Ld = 1190 mm 

For the simulations a domain size of twice the diffuser length in front of the undertray and five times the 

diffuser length distance rearward of the undertray has been chosen. Furthermore a domain height of 

three metres has been used in order to avoid influence of the top boundary conditions on the flow 

around the undertray. 

- Domain inlet = 2 x Ld = 2380 mm 

- Domain outlet = 5 X Ld = 5950 mm 

- Domain height = 3000 mm 

For the initial ride height a rather neutral and realistic value of 30 millimetres was used. The ride height 

should be chosen so that total centre of gravity of the car is kept low without too often touching the 

ground. 

- Ride height hr  = 30 mm 

For the diffuser height and matching diffuser slope angle the following neutral values were taken: 

- Diffuser height hd =          308 mm 

- Diffuser slope angle θd = 14.5° 

In front of the diffuser the inlet and flat part of the undertray are located. As the diffuser entrance was 

placed at the 60% centre of gravity line, a limited length was left for these parts. The longest allowed 

and practical possible length for the inlet and flat undertray parts was from the diffuser entrance to the 

front wheels and suspension. This resulted in a 500 mm length for the flat and inlet part together, which 

then were distributed and designed as follows:  

- Inlet length Li =100 mm 

- Flat length Lf = 400 mm 

- Inlet slope angle ϕi = 10° 

- Inlet height hi =           17 mm 

The length of Gurney flaps attached to wings usually equals about one to five percent of the wing chord 

[2]. Based on this a neutral initial Gurney flap length of two percent of the diffuser length was chosen. 

- Gurney Flap length             24 mm 
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At last it was chosen not to apply any thickness to the undertray geometry as this takes more time when 

creating the wanted geometries and therefore for all simulations and optimisations. Furthermore adding 

thickness to the undertray will not make big differences in airflow results, as it is estimated only small 

and insignificant changes will occur at the leading edge and near the end of the Gurney flap. 

 

In table 1 all initial dimensions for the domain, undertray and diffuser as described above are shown. 

Table 1: The initial domain, undertray and diffuser dimensions as used for the first simulations. 

Geometric component Dimension value 

Diffuser length Ld   1190 mm 

Domain inlet  2380 mm 

Domain outlet 5950 mm 

Domain height  3000 mm 

Ride height hr   30 mm 

Diffuser height hd  308 mm 

Diffuser slope angle θd  14.5° 

Inlet length Li  100 mm 

Flat length Lf  400 mm 

Inlet slope angle ϕi  10° 

Inlet height hi  17 mm 

Gurney Flap length     24 mm 
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3.2 Grid 
 

Below two figures of the grid generation for the main undertray geometry are shown. 

 

Figure 4: The entire domain and grid as created in Gambit and used for simulations. 

In order to obtain most accurate and reliable simulation results the grid was made very fine near the 

undertray itself. Because the boundary layer conditions and airflows must be simulated precisely, the 

mesh cells close to the undertray had to be small compared to less important outer cells. Furthermore 

care has been taken to prevent sharp changes in adjacent cell sizes and unacceptably skewed cells. 

 

Figure 5: The grid close to the end-attached Gurney flap as created in Gambit and used for simulations. 

Checking the Y+values, which are non-dimensional distances based on the flow velocity in each cell, 

usually is a good way to check grid quality, especially in boundary layers. Verifying the grid sensivity is 

crucial in order to be sure the results are not affected by cell sizes and geometries. For the above given 

grid the Y+values are almost all near one, which is associated with a good mesh for separation and high 

turbulence flows. From this it can be concluded the grid surely is fine enough for the area near the 

undertray geometry. 
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For the entire high resolution grid 9 face zones were used with a total amount of 182,522 cells. To 

discretise the air around the undertray, different amounts of mesh cells surrounded the geometric 

components.  The diffuser length was divided into 122 mesh cells in length, whereas the Gurney flap, 

depending on its length, bordered on 10 to 40 y-directional cells. The air between the ground and 

undertray was divided in 40 cells in height, whereas the x-directional flat part and inlet part of the 

undertray consisted of respectively 36 and 26 mesh cells. On the outer faces, ‘size functions’ were used 

to impose a growth ratio together with a maximum cell size in order to reduce the total amount of cells 

and thus simulation time. 

One single simulation on a 2009 TU/e laptop took about 20 to 40 minutes, depending on the total 
amount of iterations, undertray geometry, settings of both the laptop and software and several other 
conditions. 
 

3.3 CFD model selection 
 

Wind tunnel tests are getting more and more expensive whereas CFD is becoming an improvingly 

reliable and fast alternative [3]. The main aspects of using computational fluid dynamics are that it can 

reproduce the real-life physics with sufficient accuracy and it has to be quicker and less expensive than a 

physical experiment. Subsequently a both accurate and fast turbulence model should be used when 

simulating. Below the turbulence models which may be appropriate for the undertray case and are 

available with the used Ansys CFD software (see Appendix D) are given. Because of the underlying 

complexity, the models will be discussed only briefly. 

 

3.3.1 Spalart-Allmaras model 

 

The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is a one-equation model using a viscosity-like variable   , also 

reffered to as the Spalart-Allmaras variable. This turbulence model was initially made for aerospace 

industry applications involving wall-bounded flows. It can be both economical and accurate for attached 

wall-bounded flows and flows with only mild separation and recirculation [5]. On the other hand the 

Spalart-Allmaras model is weak for massively separated flows, free shear flows and decaying turbulence 

[5]. 

 

3.3.2 K-omega model 

 

 The k-omega turbulence model is a two-equation model, containing two transport equations and 

therefore allowing the model to regard aspects like convection and diffusion. Its variables are the 

turbulent kinetic energy k and the specific dissipation ω, respectively determining turbulence energy 
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and the scale of turbulence. Although often used and accurate, it is known to be unreliable for specific 

high speed flows. 

 

3.3.3 Standard and realisable k-epsilon model 

 

The k-epsilon turbulence model is a two-equation model with reasonable predictions for many types of 

flows. Again the k stands for the turbulent kinetic energy whereas the epsilon represents the turbulent 

dissipation. Just like for the k-omega model, these two variables determine the energy in and the scale 

of the turbulence. 

The k-epsilon model often enables a stable convergence and hence simulation [5]. Downsides of the 

standard k-epsilon model are its poor predictions for swirling and rotating flows and flows with strong 

separation [5]. In general the k-epsilon model is only valid for fully turbulent flows. 

The realisable k-epsilon model is an improved model based on the standard k-epsilon model. Some 

improvements are the equation for epsilon and improved performance for flows involving  jets, 

boundary layers under adverse pressure gradients or separation, rotation, recirculation and strong 

streamline curvatures [5]. 

 

3.3.4 Conclusion 

 

In order to select the most appropriate, hence accurate and reliable, simulation turbulence model, all 

models have been used for test simulations on the initial undertray geometry. Eight simulations were 

done with the four models separately used in both first and second order till convergence. Another 

tested approach was to, as recommended by Bakker [5], start the simulations with 100 iterations with 

the stable standard k-epsilon model and first order upwind differencing. After this the simulations were 

separately run till converge with all other models in second order. 

As Bakker [5] already stated, for flows involving separation or swirl the solution can best be converged 

with the realisable k-epsilon model and second order differencing. After running all simulations, starting 

the simulation with 100 standard k-epsilon model first order iterations followed by the realisable k-

epsilon model in second order till convergence was found to be the best simulation approach. Therefore 

this order of turbulence model and order choice has been used for all further simulations. 
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3.4 Simulation approach 
 

As mentioned in ‘CFD model selection’ all simulations have been started by calculating with the standard 

k-epsilon model and first order upwind for 100 iterations. After this the solutions have been converged 

using the realisable k-epsilon turbulence model in second order. 

3.4.1 Inlet velocity 

 

For all optimisation simulations an appropriate inlet velocity had to be chosen. For performance design 

the autocross event is the most representative FSAE event. The main Formula Student event for URE is 

FSG at the Hockenheimring in Germany. Therefore the logged data from FSG AutoX 2012 have been 

used to set a reference speed for the CFD design. During this FSG autocross event the average vehicle 

speed was 41.1 km/h with a maximum of 106.7 km/h. The speed histogram can be found in Appendix B. 

In order to stay close to the average vehicle speed but also keep the high speed airflows in mind an inlet 

velocity of 50 km/h has been used for the simulations: 

- Inlet velocity = 13.9 m/s (= 50km/h) 

 

3.4.2 Optimisations 

 

Various initial undertray geometry dimensions were changed, simulated, analysed and then fixed at 

their optimal values. Because of time restrictions it has been chosen to fix the inlet and flat part of the 

undertray. This means the 100mm inlet length, 400mm flat length and ten degrees inlet slope angle 

have been kept constant for all simulations and optimisations. As the diffuser angle, ride height and 

attached Gurney flap contribute more to total undertray performance, these parts were focused on for 

optimisation. Besides, the inlet and flat part dimensions are largely constrained by car dimensions and 

FSAE rules. 

As mentioned it was chosen to solely optimise the diffuser, ride height and Gurney flap of the undertray 

for an optimal performance improvement to simulation time ratio. Optimisation simulations were done 

for the following varied undertray geometries, respectively: 

1) Seven diffuser angles, ranging from 5 to 30 degrees. 

2) Seven ride heights, ranging from 20 to 50mm. 

3) Three Gurney flap angles, namely -20, 0 and +20 degrees with respect to the vertical. 

4) Eight Gurney flap lengths, ranging from 0 to 7% of the diffuser length, or 0 to 84mm. 

5) Two diffuser lengths, the initial 1190mm and a shorter 990mm. 

All of these ranges and step sizes were chosen based on literature research, both practical and rule-

related dimension limits and practical aspects and considerations. 
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On top of these optimisation simulations, eight inlet velocities ranging from 0 to 140km/h have been 

simulated for the optimised undertray geometry. 

For all of these simulations, the drag and vertical lift force values and pressure and velocity contours 

were analysed and used to conclude and optimise the undertray geometry. 

 

3.4.3 Boundary conditions and reference values 

 

For all simulations, the following boundary conditions were used: 

 

Left domain edge = ‘velocity inlet’ 

Right domain edge = ‘pressure outlet’ 

Lower domain edge = ‘no-slip moving wall’ of velocity equal to inlet velocity 

Upper domain edge = ‘symmetry’ (so d/dy=0, v=0) to avoid upper airflow congestion 

Undertray = ‘no-slip wall’ 

 

The reference values set in Fluent were kept the same throughout all done simulations, except for the 

varying inlet velocities, in order to obtain reliable result comparisons. Beside the default values, it was 

chosen to set the following reference values:  

Area = 1 m2    Depth = 1 m    Length = 1.69 m    Velocity = 13.9 m/s 

Both the area and depth were set to values of one so all force results are obtained in N/m units. 

Therefore it is easier to compare results to literature values and later research. Like this, calculated force 

values can easily be adapted by multiplying with the desired width of the diffuser tunnel. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
 

All simulations were done by starting off with 100 iterations of the standard k-epsilon turbulence model 

in first order. After this, the simulations have been converged by using the realisable k-epsilon 

turbulence model in second order up to 1000 iterations or more. In order to be sure of total 

convergence, the drag coefficient near the Gurney flap has been monitored while iterating. When this 

line is running flat it indicates the simulation has converged for sure with respect to the drag in the 

selected region.  

As Fluent gives the force values of drag and vertical lift per geometric component surface, these four 

parts of the undertray have been shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 6: All four geometry components of the undertray as defined in the simulations. 
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4.1 Diffuser angle optimisation 
 

Firstly the slope angle of the rear diffuser on the undertray was varied and simulated in order to find its 

optimum. The CFD simulation results are shown in the figures below. 

 

Figure 7: Drag per geometry component for seven different diffuser angles. 

As expected, the top side of the undertray acts as a downforce enhancing aerofoil. Along with the drag, 

the downforce from this upper side keeps on increasing for a bigger diffuser angle towards 30 degrees. 

It must be kept in mind that in practice the top side of the undertray will most likely be covered by a 

battery package of the electric race car. Therefore the airflow will be distorted by these necessarily 

added objects at the top side of the undertray. The geometry used in these simulations does not take 

any added top side objects into account. Therefore the diffuser angle will especially be optimised by 

analysing pure diffuser performance, paying smaller attention to the downforce created at the upper 

side represented by ‘undertray top’. The undertray components responsible for pure lower airflow 

diffuser performance are represented by ‘undertray bottom’ and the ‘Gurney flap front’ and ‘back’ 

parts. 

As can be seen from figure 7, the Gurney flap adds small direct amounts of drag compared to the entire 

undertray. The drag for the topside of the undertray nonlinearly increases with higher diffuser angle 

values. As the frontal area of the undertray similarly increases with the diffuser angle, this would be 

expected. Especially for diffuser angles above 23 degrees, the upper side of the undertray creates 

undesirable amounts of drag, causing a less economical undertray and therefore car.  

From the drag force values, the diffuser angle should preferably be 23 degrees or smaller in order to 

prevent the entire undertray from inducing high amounts of drag. 
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Figure 8: Negative vertical lift per geometric component for seven different diffuser angles. 

Figure 8 shows that for an increasing diffuser angle up to 30 degrees, the top side of the undertray 

creates increasing amounts of downforce. As explained above however, this will not be the case for a 

real 3D bolt-on undertray because of objects placed right above it. The ‘Undertray bottom’-line however 

shows the downforce produced by the undertray purely working as a diffuser by using underneath 

airflows and the Gurney flap effects. 

From these vertical lift values it follows that a diffuser angle of 18.9 degrees enables the best diffuser 

performance.  Although a slope angle of 10 degrees comes close to the amount of downforce induced 

for the higher angle with lower induced drag, the first has been chosen as optimal. As creating as much 

negative vertical lift as possible is the main goal for the diffuser design, the 18.9 degrees diffuser slope 

angle has been used for further optimisation simulations.   

From the negative vertical lift figure, a diffuser slope angle of 18.9 degrees seems to be the optimum. 

This line and final result could be more accurate and reliable when simulating more than seven slope 

angles. A way to more accurately determine the optimal angle could be to simulate angles close to the 

found 18.9 degrees, for example 18 and 21 degrees. Because of limited time and only little possible gain 

in performance, this has been omitted. 

Furthermore, when too high values of drag become a problem, a diffuser slope angle of 10 degrees can 

be a better choice, as this will give less drag with only small loss of downforce.  
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4.2 Ride height optimisation 
 

Besides the diffuser slope angle, the ride height is one of the main factors determining total undertray 

and especially diffuser performance. The ride height is defined as the distance between the road and the 

lower flat undertray part. Although a minimum value of 20 millimetres has been simulated, in practice 

this value may cause abundant road contact permanently damaging the undertray. No practical 

maximum value for the ride height exists, but for the sake of a low centre of gravity enabling good 

stability and handling, it should be chosen as low as possible. The influence of varying the ride height 

and determining its optimal value can be found below. 

The values in figure 9 show that the occurring drag roughly remains stable for the top side of the 

undertray for different ride heights. Here too, the Gurney flap does not directly add high amounts of 

drag to the entire undertray. For the underside of the undertray, significant changes do occur when 

varying the ride height. For ride heights bigger than 30 millimetres the drag slowly seems to decrease, 

indicating that from this height the further the undertray is located from the road, the lower the drag. 

As already mentioned though, this will not be ideal in terms of a low centre of gravity and creating 

downforce through diffuser performance. 

 

 

Figure 9: Drag per geometric component for seven different ride heights. 
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Figure 10: Negative vertical lift per geometric component for seven different ride heights. 

As can be seen in figure 10 the vertical lift follows a trend somewhat similar to the drag when varying 

the ride height. Again the Gurney flap does not add any directly measurable downforce to the 

undertray. The initial ride height of 30 millimetres at which the diffuser angle has been optimised gives 

the highest negative vertical lift. Towards a ride height of 40 millimetres the downforce clearly 

decreases, while it roughly stagnates for higher ride heights from there on.  

 

Figure 11: Total drag and negative vertical lift values for different ride heights. 
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As can be seen figure 11, a ride height of 30 millimetres will give both most downforce and drag. As 

creating the highest possible negative vertical lift was the main objective, the 30 millimetres ride height 

was chosen for further optimisation simulations. Much smaller ride heights would be unwanted from a 

practical point of view, in order to prevent frequent ground contact. As already mentioned, much higher 

ride heights would raise overall centre of gravity often resulting in worse car handling and stability. 

For this optimisation study it is not entirely clear how much effect the chosen start values have on the 

final optimisation values and dimensions. For the diffuser angle optimisation, a 30mm ride height was 

fixed. It is difficult to say how much this start value affected the later simulated ride height optimisation. 

Ways to check this undesired influence could be to start the diffuser angle optimisation with a different 

ride height than 30mm or do the ride height optimisation first with a different diffuser angle than 18.9 

degrees. For this case again, time-related reasons are the detaining problem. 

 

4.3 Gurney flap optimisation 
 

4.3.1 Gurney flap angle 

 

At first the angle of the Gurney flap was varied to check the influence on the undertray and diffuser 

performance. As in all previous simulations, the Gurney flap length was fixed at 2 percent of the diffuser 

length, so 24 millimetres. Earlier optimisations have been taken into account, so a diffuser angle of θd = 

18.9° and a ride height of 30 millimetres were used. 

Besides a perfect vertical Gurney flap, angles of -20 and +20 degrees were simulated, defining the 

Gurney flap angles in degrees with respect to vertical direction. Hence, a negative angle means the top 

of the Gurney flap points upstream, whereas a positive angle means the top of the Gurney flap points 

downstream. For the three Gurney flap geometries all other variables and dimensions were kept 

constant. 

The simulation results show that compared to the vertical Gurney flap, both the -20 and the +20 degree 

upstream and downstream pointing angles cause slightly less drag, but also less downforce for the total 

undertray. The positive angled Gurney flap reduces both values a little bit more than for the negative 

angle, although with no significant differences.  

As the amounts of decreased drag are negligible for both 20 degree angles and the highest possible 

negative vertical lift is desired, the Gurney flap has been kept vertical. This means that the Gurney flap, 

as in previous simulations, is fixed perpendicularly to the airflow in order to obtain maximum undertray 

performance. 

As only angles of 20 degrees have been simulated, the optimum Gurney flap angle may differ from the 

pure vertical, still lying within the 0 and 20 degree range. However, simulating more Gurney flap angles 
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with smaller degree steps will take more time leading only to a possible slight performance 

improvement.  

It should also be noted that from the simulation force values, the Gurney flap front and back part do not 

directly add lots of drag or vertical lift. Still this geometric component does change total airflow both 

front and backwards, influencing vertical lift from both the upper and lower side of the undertray. 

 

4.3.2 Gurney flap length 

 

The length of Gurney flaps attached to wings usually equals about one to five percent of the wing chord, 

having the capability of significantly increasing vertical lift [2]. In this case, the wing chord roughly equals 

the dimension defined as ‘diffuser length’. For all previous simulations and optimisations a neutral 

Gurney flap length of two percent of the diffuser length was used.  

For wings, the Gurney flap height is of the order of boundary layer thickness of the airflow on the 

Gurney flap side of the wing. To be sure to get the optimal height on the diffuser, Gurney flap lengths 

ranging from 0, i.e. no Gurney flap, to 7 percent of the diffuser length have been simulated. The results 

can be seen in the figures below. 

 

Figure 12: Drag per geometric component for varying Gurney flap lengths. 

As expected the drag keeps on increasing for higher Gurney flap lengths. 
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Figure 13: Negative vertical lift per geometric component for varying Gurney flap lengths. 

As can be seen in figure 13, adding a Gurney flap gives clear benefits concerning the vertical lift. The 

total generated negative vertical lift keeps on increasing, although the ‘undertray bottom’-line shows 

that the downforce produced from purely working as a diffuser is maximum for a 60 millimetres length 

and from there on roughly stagnates.  The boundary layer thickness is difficult to determine as it differs 

with undertray location and the Gurney flap length influences the airflow and therefore the boundary 

layer thickness itself. However the found length of 60 millimetres seems to be close to this value at 

some locations. 

When looking at the velocity contours and vectors of the airflow around the Gurney flap, interesting 

effects can be seen. By blocking the air directly above the undertray, the Gurney flap creates a high 

pressure zone above the undertray. Below the undertray the pressure seems to decrease because of a 

Gurney flap enlarged recirculation zone. On this suction side of the undertray the airflow is going 

upstream near the undertray bottom edge. Right behind the Gurney flap two counter-rotating vortices 

occur, which again both magnify the upper high pressure and lower low pressure zone. Therefore the 

Gurney flap seems to enhance overall negative vertical lift from both the upper and lower undertray 

zones. 

As mentioned before, the undertray top part will most likely be disturbed by battery packages, making it 

less important in practice. Hence when looking at pure undertray diffuser performance and limiting the 

amount of drag, a Gurney flap length of 5% of the diffuser length, so 60 millimetres, seems optimal. 

Therefore a Gurney flap length of 60 millimetres has been used for further simulations and 

optimisations. 

For this Gurney flap optimisation study, it has been chosen to firstly optimise the angle, followed by the 

Gurney flap length. This order of optimisation may influence final results, as the optimal Gurney flap 
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length may depend on the Gurney flap angle and vice versa. It is estimated however that this will not 

give big optimum result differences. 

 

4.4 Diffuser length optimisation 
 

In order to check the influence of the diffuser length on total undertray performance, the horizontal, i.e. 

x-directional, diffuser length has been reduced from 1190 to 990 millimetres. Dimensions and variables 

like the 30 millimetres ride height, the 18.9 degree diffuser angle and a 60 millimetre long Gurney flap 

were fixed for the two different diffuser length simulations. The results are shown in the tables below. 

Table 2: The amount of drag per geometric component for the two different diffuser lengths. 

Diffuser length 
(mm) 

Undertray top 
drag (N/m) 

Undertray bottom 
drag (N/m) 

Total drag (N/m) 

990 34.56 30.31 76.10 

1190 39.43 38.02 87.17 

 

Table 3: The amount of negative vertical lift per geometric component for the two different diffuser lengths. 

Diffuser length 
(mm) 

Undertray top lift 
(N/m) 

Undertray bottom 
lift (N/m) 

Total Negative 
vertical lift (N/m) 

990 164.59 175.75 340.33 
1190 180.64 206.24 386.86 

 

From these tables it can be seen that for a shorter diffuser both the drag and the vertical lift decrease. 

The ‘undertray bottom’ values show that the 1190 mm long diffuser works better as both a wing and a 

pure diffuser compared to the shorter 990 mm long diffuser.  

As the longest diffuser produces significantly more downforce with acceptable induced drag, the 

diffuser length has been kept at its maximum possible value of 1190 millimetres. In future research, the 

effects of the diffuser length on optimal ride height, diffuser angle, etc. may be more extensively 

investigated. Mahon et al. [6] found that for lower diffuser angles a shorter diffuser length is needed for 

peak performance. As the used diffuser angle of 18.9 degrees is rather high, it can be expected a 

relatively long diffuser is needed for optimal performance. 
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4.5 Optimised undertray geometry 
 

For the entire optimised undertray geometry one final investigation simulation was performed. This 

means the undertray had a 30 mm ride height, a 18.9 degrees diffuser slope angle, a 60 mm long vertical 

Gurney flap and a 1190 mm diffuser length. 

In order to check reliability and obtain a fully converged result the force values have been checked 

throughout the iterations of the simulation. This showed that after about 1200 iterations the drag and 

vertical lift force values stabilised. This means that, as found earlier, running around 1200 iterations is 

the fastest way to obtain fairly accurate simulation results. Doing more than 2000 iterations seems to be 

unnecessary as the values keep on oscillating slightly but do not show any significant change anymore.  

For the completely optimised undertray geometry, the simulation results can be seen in the following 

figures. 

 

Figure 14: Contours of static pressure (Pa) for the optimised undertray geometry. 

From the figures showing the static pressure it is clear that at the top side of the undertray a high 

pressure zone occurs. Also the high pressure zone created by the Gurney flap at the end of the diffuser 

is clearly visible. Furthermore the Venturi effect causes a low pressure zone in the tunnel between the 

flat undertray part and the moving ground. As expected the absolute low pressure peak occurs precisely 

at the entrance of the diffuser, where the diffuser slope angle starts. The green zone below and 

rearward to the undertray contains a lot of airflow circulation. As airflow vortices reduce pressure [4] 

this is a big low pressure zone increasing negative vertical lift of the undertray. 
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Figure 15: Contours of static pressure (Pa) near the optimised undertray geometry. 

 

Figures 16 and 17 show the velocity magnitudes of the airflow. As expected he airflow accelerates below 

the undertray. Although the direction of airflow is not visible from these velocity magnitude figures, a 

large backflow recirculation occurs underneath the rising diffuser. This recirculation obviously creates a 

big wake behind the undertray and diffuser increasing both vertical lift and drag. As stated by Hucho and 

Sovran [7] not surprisingly the major aerodynamic drag and airflow problems are due to the rear part of 

the car. As can be seen in the figures below a similar situation occurs for an undertray with rear diffuser. 

Although looking pretty rigorous, longer reverse flow zones do not always have to increase the amount 

of drag [8]. 

As Ruhrmann and Zhang mentioned [9], for high angle diffusers like those considered here a 

combination of flow separation and vortex breakdown influence the generated vertical force. So for 

two-dimensional cases especially flow separation will be an important factor. As can be seen at the 

lower side of the undertray, separation occurs. The air slows down and by circulation turns upstream on 

the bottom side of the diffuser edge from where the slope angle begins. 
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Figure 16: Contours of velocity magnitude (m/s) for the optimised undertray geometry. 

 

 

Figure 17: Contours of velocity magnitude (m/s) near the optimised undertray geometry. 

The force values obtained from the optimised undertray geometry simulation for 50km/h are 22.31 N/m 

for the total drag and 97.09 N/m for the total negative vertical lift. From these values, the drag and 

downforce a real undertray with diffuser tunnels would produce have been estimated too. As the 

reference depth of the simulations was fixed at 1m, multiplying the force values by 0.25 gives the results 

of one diffuser tunnel with a width of a realistic 25 centimetres. As in practice, the undertray will contain 
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two diffuser tunnels, running on both sides of the monocoque of the car, the force values must then be 

multiplied by a factor 2 for the total undertray performance. Using such a two tunnelled undertray 

based on the 2D optimised geometry with a diffuser tunnel width of 25 cm would then result in a total 

added amount of 48.55 N negative vertical lift and 11.16 N drag. The used force values computed from 

the simulation can be found in Appendix C. 

Note that the force values computed for a real 3D undertray with diffuser are only crude estimations, as 

2D simulations can never give exact results for a 3D geometry case. It can be used as a rough directive 

for a real undertray with diffuser though. Besides, for most three-dimensional diffuser cases, more 

vortices and circulations appear. As these airflow effects, often occurring underneath the undertray, 

cause a lower pressure, 3D simulations may lead to even higher negative vertical lift values. Another 

promising aspect is that when designing in 3D, optimisations of for example varying tunnel width 

throughout the undertray length, end plates and more similar geometric aspects can be done.  

 

4.6 Varied inlet velocities 
 

For the final simulations the optimised undertray has been tested on inlet velocity dependence. The 

simulation results for the different inlet velocities can be found below. 

 

Figure 18: Drag per geometric component for different inlet velocities. 
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Figure 19: Negative vertical lift per geometric component for different inlet velocities. 

As can be seen from figures 18 and 19 both the drag and vertical lift nonlinearly increase for higher inlet 

velocities and thus driving speeds. Although the undertray has been optimised at a velocity of 50 

kilometres an hour, the undertray shows good downforce enhancing performance for higher speeds. 

This will enable the car to deliver significantly better performance, as more negative vertical lift most of 

the times significantly increases braking and cornering performance [10]. For speeds lower than 50 km/h 

the negative vertical lift slowly decreases to zero as would be expected. 

 

The nonlinear increasing drag will surely reduce top speed of the car to some extent. However the 

better grip and hence handling and braking caused by the downforce inducing undertray are expected 

to improve overall race performance. This will especially be the case on tracks with plenty of corners, as 

often used in Formula Student competitions. Besides, as mentioned by Flay and Hammond, moderate 

drag increase often has a minimal net result on top speed [10]. 
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Figure 20: Nondimensional coefficient values for both the drag and negative vertical lift for different inlet velocities. 

Above the drag and vertical lift coefficients are shown for a varying inlet velocity. These coefficients 

correspond to the ones shown in the earlier mentioned drag and vertical lift force equations (1) and (2). 

The figure shows that whereas the drag coefficient remains pretty stable, the vertical lift coefficient 

strongly increases from about 80 km/h. This result is similar to the ‘total’ and ‘undertray bottom’ 

negative vertical lift values, indicating enhanced diffuser performance for these higher driving speeds.  
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5 Conclusion 
 

Based on CFD simulations an aerodynamic optimisation of a 2D race car diffuser has been performed. 

After creating the initial undertray geometry, determining the undertray and diffuser dimensions and 

generating an appropriate simulation grid, a CFD turbulence model selection was performed. From this 

it was decided to start the simulations with 100 iterations of the standard k-epsilon model in first order, 

followed by the realisable k-epsilon model in second order till convergence. 

The following optimisation results, as also shown in figure 21, have been obtained: 

1) After simulating and analysing seven diffuser angles, ranging from 5 to 30 degrees, a diffuser 

slope angle of 18.9 degrees was found to be optimal for creating negative vertical lift. 

2) After simulating and analysing seven ride heights, ranging from 20 to 50mm, a ride height of 30 

millimetres was found to be optimal when taking into account possible ground contact, the 

centre of gravity and creating negative vertical lift. 

3) After simulating and analysing three Gurney flap angles, namely -20, 0 and +20 degrees with 

respect to the vertical, the vertical 0 degrees Gurney flap angle was found to be optimal for 

increasing downforce with only small extra drag induced. 

4) After simulating and analysing eight Gurney flap lengths, ranging from 0 to 7% of the diffuser 

length a Gurney flap length of 5% or 60 millimetres was found to be optimal for increasing 

negative vertical lift. 

5) After simulating and analysing two diffuser lengths, the initial 1190mm and a shorter 990mm, 

The diffuser length of 1190 millimetres was found to be optimal in terms of creating downforce. 

 

Figure 21: The total undertray and its optimised ride height, diffuser and Gurney flap dimensions. 

For the optimised diffuser and undertray geometry, the final force values at a velocity of 50km/h were 

calculated to be 22.31 N/m for the total drag and 97.09 N/m for the total negative vertical lift. From 
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these force values, the drag and downforce a 3D undertray with two 25cm wide diffuser tunnels would 

produce was estimated, resulting in amounts of around 48.55 N negative vertical lift and 11.16 N drag.  

Finally, eight inlet velocities ranging from 0 to 140km/h have been simulated and analysed for the 

optimised diffuser and undertray geometry. As expected both the drag and negative vertical lift 

nonlinearly increase for higher inlet velocities and thus driving speeds, whereas both values slowly go to 

zero for decreasing inlet velocities. While the drag coefficient remains relatively stable, the vertical lift 

coefficient strongly increases from about 80 km/h. This result is similar to earlier obtained negative 

vertical lift values, indicating enhanced diffuser performance for higher driving speeds.  
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6 Recommendations 
 

Based on all carried out literature research, simulations, optimisations, analysis and accompanying 

conclusions and discussions, some points of recommendations have been written down. Research often 

is incomplete and can always be more detailed and extensive. These recommendations must therefore 

be interpreted as free advices and suggestions for follow-up aerodynamic studies on undertrays with 

diffusers or other aerodynamic devices. The described and project inspired recommendations are 

divided in several subjects concerning undertray and diffuser optimisation. 

 

6.1 Undertray geometry 
 

Some recommendations for further undertray geometry design and optimising are given below. 

- In this project no thickness was added to the undertray geometry. Adding thickness will give 

slight airflow and thus performance differences at the front and Gurney flap end of the 

undertray. For further research and the most reliable and realistic results, it is advised to add 

thickness to the undertray. 

- As will be discussed a bit further in this chapter determining the exact centre of pressure of the 

entire undertray is very important when deciding the precise undertray location on the car. 

When the exact location on the car is known, practical aspects and FSAE rules will for some parts 

and locations result in constraint and tied undertray dimensions. 

- When too much drag is induced, a diffuser angle of 10 degrees will be better than the chosen 

18.9 degrees as this will give less drag with only small loss of downforce. 

- Curvature can be added to the surface of the rear diffuser for possible better airflow and drag 

values. 

 

6.2 Centre of pressure 
 

Some recommendations for determination and the importance of the undertray centre of pressure are 

given below. 

- For the optimised undertray geometry, when Y is fixed at 0.03m (=30mm) the centre of pressure 

along the X-axis is located at X = 3179mm. This is 799 mm behind the inlet of the undertray and 

891mm before the end of the undertray (the vertical line of the Gurney flap). This centre of 

pressure at 30mm height lies 299mm behind the exit of the diffuser tunnel. 

More centre of pressure X and Y coordinates can be seen in the centre of pressure figure below. 
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Figure 22: The undertray geometry with white centre of pressure points for different heights. 

- As for the executed optimisations, the centre of pressure was roughly estimated at the diffuser 

entrance where the slope angle starts, the placement of the entire undertray with respect to the 

car should be re-examined before doing further research. The new location of the undertray will 

involve some new restrictions and limits concerning the dimensions which are important when 

realising and truly attaching the undertray to the car. As mentioned before, the centre of 

pressure of both the car and the undertray should be around 60% towards the rear end of the 

car. After calculating the exact centre of pressure of the undertray the exact location and 

accompanying dimension limits can be determined. The position of a 3D bolt-on undertray with 

diffuser tunnels will be crucial for overall car stability. 

 

 

Figure 23: The 2011/2012 URE07 race car without any aerodynamic devices. Just as its future successors, it should 
remain stable and manoeuvrable when a bolt-on undertray with diffuser is attached.  
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6.3 Simulations 
 

Some recommendations for further undertray geometry simulations and optimisations are given below. 

- As can be seen from the drag and vertical lift values, the top side of the undertray can work as 

an aerofoil wing creating high downforce values. In further research, the principle of the bolt-on 

diffuser also acting as an effective aerofoil wing can be closely investigated. Of course, this can 

best be done in 3D and by taking into account the entire car and especially objects like a battery 

package placed right above the undertray. The possible disadvantages of undertrays with 

diffusers compared to wings can be the weight to downforce ratio and ride height sensivity. As 

wings can be downforce increasing, but often also more drag inducing, it may be interesting to 

research and simulate wings for a URE race car. 

- Ideally the domain sizes used in the simulations should be checked in order to be sure of 

appropriate dimensions. Besides investigating the airflows and pressures from the simulations, 

checking these aspects in a wind tunnel would be the best way to verify the right domain size.  

- The final turbulence model choice for this project was mainly based on flow observations. 

Ideally the airflows of the simulation should be compared to airflows in practice, for example 

obtained from a wind tunnel test. By doing this the best turbulence model can be chosen and 

verified. Unfortunately, in this project no such experiment providing the necessary data was 

possible. 

- As already discussed in ‘Results and Discussion’ the order of optimisation can influence outcome 

results. Therefore this should be considered very well before starting any simulations. 

- The amount of iterations can change the resulting values a lot when the solution is not yet 

converged. For optimisation though, less iterations can be used to save time as for when 

comparing, the relative differences seemed to stay pretty stable. When time is no issue though, 

it is always advised to fully converge each simulation for the most accurate and reliable results.  

 

6.4 3D Undertray diffuser design 
 

Some recommendations and notes for a three-dimensional undertray geometry design and optimisation 

are given below. 

- Although very complex and time-consuming, it would be best to take the entire car geometry 

into account when simulating and optimising a 3D undertray and diffuser geometry. 

- The diffuser tunnel and undertray width may be varied, in total or locally, for improved airflow 

and performance. 

- The use of barge boards and end plates or fences can be investigated. As mentioned by Mahon 

et al.[6] studies carried out by Cooper et al. in 1998 and 2000 showed end fences can improve 

downforce production when using not too low ride heights. 
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- Innovative ideas like golf ball inspired dimpled surfaces can be tested and researched. 

- It should be noted that stationary wheels cause more drag than rotating wheels [7]. Therefore 
optimising can best be done by simulating rotating wheels. 

- A 2D diffuser simulation will most likely give a smaller optimal diffuser slope angle [4]. In 3D, a 
vortex forming at the diffuser entrance adds a rotational component to the velocity, decreasing 
the pressure along its length. This will delay separation allowing larger diffuser angles.   

- Looking at the locations and values of applied forces for the entire undertray will be important 

when looking at material choice and chosen thickness of the undertray parts. 

- Surface roughness conditions can cause significant airflow effects at high speeds. Therefore it 

can be beneficial to carefully consider used surface material or treatments for a real undertray. 

- Although objects placed right above the undertray will block and influence much of the upper 

airflow, in practice the undertray will always cause some aerofoil wing effects influencing total 

undertray performance. Still objects like battery packages placed on top of the undertray should 

be recreated and simulated as well as possible when optimising for best performance results.  

 

6.5 Wind tunnel and on-road verification    
 

Some recommendations for undertray geometry performance verification are given below. 

- For CFD simulations uncertainties are very difficult to determine and are related to all used 

software, models, settings, etc.  The best way to check accuracy and reliability of any simulation 

is to verify its results by doing rather expensive and time-consuming wind tunnel tests. 

Therefore the resulting force values obtained from both the simulation and the wind tunnel 

tests should be analysed and compared. When doing wind tunnel tests for undertray ground 

effects, the road should always be moving for reliable results. 

- On-road driving for example ten laps with and without the bolt-on undertray on a 

representational track and accurately measure lap times can give an indication of the undertray 

performance. Caution must be taken when drawing conclusions from such a non-ideal test case. 

For example mental aspects, the driver getting used to the track after more laps and weather 

circumstances can strongly influence lap times. Therefore it is difficult to accurately define 

undertray performance from a road test, although shorter or longer lap times can be detected 

for a good test. 
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Figure 24: The URE07 in action on a wet race track. On-road, many variables can influence driver and car 
performance.  
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Appendix A: 2013 Formula SAE Rules Article 9 
 

ARTICLE 9: AERODYNAMIC DEVICES  

 
T9.1 Aero Dynamics and Ground Effects - General  
All aerodynamic devices must satisfy the following requirements:  

T9.2 Location  
T9.2.1 In plain view, no part of any aerodynamic device, wing, under tray or splitter can be:  

 

a. Further forward than 762 mm (30 inches) forward of the fronts of the front tires  

b. No further rearward than 305 mm (12 inches) rearward of the rear of the rear tires.  

c. No wider than the outside of the front tires or rear tires measured at the height of the hubs, whichever 

is wider.  

T9.3 Minimum Radii of Edges of Aerodynamic Devices  
T9.3.1 All wing edges including wings, end plates, Gurney flaps, wicker bills and undertrays that could 

contact a pedestrian must have a minimum radius of 1.5 mm (0.060 inch).  

 

T9.4 Ground Effect Devices  
 

No power device may be used to move or remove air from under the vehicle except fans designed 

exclusively for cooling. Power ground effects are prohibited.  

T9.5 Driver Egress Requirements  
T9.5.1 Egress from the vehicle within the time set in Rule T4.8 “Driver Egress,” must not require any 

movement of the wing or wings or their mountings.  

 

T9.5.2 The wing or wings must be mounted in such positions, and sturdily enough, that any accident is 

unlikely to deform the wings or their mountings in such a way to block the driver’s egress.  
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Appendix B: Speed Histogram 
 

2012 FSG Hockenheim Autocross Event Speed Histogram 

 

 

Figure 25: FSG AutoX Speed Histogram 
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Appendix C: Optimised Undertray Values 
 

Convergence 

 

Figure 26: Scaled residuals for the simulation of 2200 iterations. 

 

Optimised Undertray Geometry Force Values 

Reference values set as follows (after 2200 iterations): 

Area = (1.69*0.25=) 0.4225 m^2 

Depth = 0.25 m 

Length = 1.69 m 

Velocity = 13.9 m/s 

Rest set to default values. 
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Figure 27: Drag and vertical lift force values of the optimised undertray geometry simulation. 
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Appendix D: CFD Software  
 

The following Computational Fluid Dynamics software has been used for the simulations: 

- Ansys Fluent 6.3.26 

- Ansys Gambit 2.4.6 
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Appendix E: Simulation Tutorial 
 

The following tutorial for Gambit and Fluent was made for this specific project and therefore is 

incomplete. For inexperienced users it is advised to have a look at the Ansys Fluent ‘Tutorial: Turbulent 

Flow Through a Planar Asymmetric Diffuser’ PDF-file available on the internet. 

Gambit 

Geometry and Dimensions 

1) Create the four domain vertices and the vertices that define the undertray geometry: 

Fixed main vertices: 

(0, 0)   (0, 3000)   (10020, 3000)   (10020, 0)    

(2380, 47)   (2480, 30)   (2880, 30) 

(2380, 71)   (2480, 54)   (2880, 54) 

+ two Gurney flap vertices at (4070, Y) with height depending on the diffuser angle. 

 

2) Below all dimensions needed to define the undertray vertices can be read. 

- Diffuser length Ld = ... mm 

- Determine the domain size as follows: 2 x Ld in front of inlet, 5 X Ld rearward, domain height = 3000 

mm with Ld the diffuser length. If necessary for developed airflow, the rear part of the domain can 

be extended. 

- Inlet velocity U = ... km/h = ... m/s 

- ride height hr  = ... mm  

- inlet slope angle ϕi = ...° 

- inlet length Li = ... mm 

- inlet height hi =           ... mm 

- diffuser slope angle θd = ...° 

- diffuser height hd =          … mm 

- flat length Lf = … mm 

- Gurney flap length                  … mm  

3) Make a sketch of the main vertices and their coordinates. 

4) Insert the vertex coordinates in millimetres. Later on this easily can be scaled to metres in 

Fluent. 

5) From these main vertices, additional vertices can be created on the domain edge with the 

‘project’ function. Be sure to select ‘split edge’ when projecting the vertices! 

(right+left mouse click = alternative for shift button when selecting) 

6) Create the four domain edges and the edges needed to form the entire undertray. 

7) Fillet arcs can be used at parts of the undertray to possibly improve the airflow. 
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8) Create faces which will simplify meshing later on. 

Creating the grid 

Below some meshing rules are shown. 

- On the upper side of the diffuser part, the cell thickness should decrease along the flow direction 

(towards the Gurney Flap) 

- Number of cells on opposing sides (intervals) must be the same (for ‘map’, otherwise use ‘pave’) 

- If the simulation takes too long, a solution can be to use ‘Size functions’ to impose a growth ratio 

together with a maximum cell size for the outer faces. 

- No sharp changes in cell size for adjacent cells. 

- The total amount of cells at the end should be somewhere between 100 000 and 200 000 cells. 

- Always keep in mind what the flow directions and most important flow sections are. 

- Mesh edge ratio always ≤ 1.2 

- Maximum aspect ratio of cells is 10 (so no longer than 10 length to 1 width) 

- Sufficient cells at geometrical points (corners, curves, etc.). Especially on the edges of the diffuser, 

the mesh should be very fine, so a high resolution. 

Zones 

9) Add the boundary conditions as follows: 

 

- Left domain edge = ‘velocity inlet’ 

- Right domain edge = ‘pressure outlet’ 

- Lower domain edge = ‘wall’ (will be set to ‘moving’ and ‘no-slip’ in Fluent) 

- Upper domain edge = ‘symmetry’ (means d/dy=0, v=0) 

- Undertray = ‘wall’ (no-slip, so v = 0) 

- Gurney Flap = ‘wall’ (no-slip, so v = 0) 

Take care not to use special characters like ( or /, etc. in the created names as this might give 

unexpected errors. 

10) Define the continuum types (select all faces and set to ‘FLUID’) 

11) File  Export  Mesh: activate Export 2D X-Y Mesh, ‘accept’ 

Fluent 

1) Start Fluent 2ddp (two dimensional double precision) 

2) File  Read  Case 

3) Grid  Scale to metres 

4) Grid  Reorder: both ‘Domain’ and ‘Zones’ 

5) Grid  Check 
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6) Define  Models   

- Solver: default settings are fine. 

- Viscous: select turbulence model (in this case, first standard k-epsilon model in first order for 100 

iterations. After that, k-epsilon model ‘Realizable’ till convergence.) 

7) Define  Boundary Conditions:  

- set lower wall to ‘moving wall’ with ‘no-slip’ with absolute translational x-directional speed. This 

speed should be similar to the inlet velocity speed. 

- Set ‘velocity inlet’ to the desired constant absolute speed (here 13.9 m/s) normal to boundary. 

- ‘Turbulence values’ for ‘velocity-inlet’ should be 0, as the incoming air is standing still. 

- Set upper wall to ‘symmetry’. 

(Note the zone ‘undertray-shadow’ will automatically be created in the boundary conditions when no thickness is applied to the 

undertray. This shadow part represents the other side of the wall.) 

8) Solve  Controls  Solution: 

- All ‘Under-Relaxation Factors’ are fine by default 

- Select ‘SIMPLE’ and desired order (first order for first 100 iterations, almost always second order for 

the following converging iterations.) 

9) Solve  Controls  Limits: set Maximum Turb. Viscosity Ratio very high (to 1e+20) to avoid 

convergence message.  

10) Solve  Initialize: All zones, ‘Init’ 

11) Solve  Monitors: 

- Residual: select both ‘print’ and ‘plot’. Set all absolute criteria to 10e-6 (add three 0’s). 

- Force: ‘plot’ and ‘write’ the drag coefficient, select for example the Gurney Flap zone and click 

‘apply’ and ‘close’. This line will be flat when the simulation has converged concerning the drag in 

the selected region. 

 

12) Solve  Iterate (first time 100 iterations, after that when selected the realizable model and 

second order set to 1000 or more iterations and/or cancel manually or wait till convergence 

message) 

 

13) Report Reference Values: insert all correct values (Area =1, inlet velocity = 13.9 m/s, length 

undertray =1.69 m, depth = 1). Some values can be set by using the boundary conditions. 

14) Report  Forces: Select all parts of the entire undertray and click ‘print’.  

- The total x-directional (1, 0, 0) force of the undertray equals the drag, given in N/m. 

- The total y-directional (0, 1, 0) force of the undertray equals the downforce, given in N/m. 

15) Report  Forces  Centre of Pressure: 

- X or Y coordinate must be fixed in order to obtain the centre of pressure on the chosen X or Y 

axis.  
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16) DisplayContours: select ‘Turbulence’ and ‘Wall Y-plus’ 

Y+ should be below 300 (1 is best) for a good mesh and a simulation with grid independence. 

17) Now Display  Grid, Contours or Vectors can be chosen to see the visual airflow and pressure 

results. 

18) The settings of the displays (colors/grayscale/etc.) can be adjusted at File  Hardcopy 

 

 


